And the men from his galleys, well-disciplined and imbued with
something of his own spirit, displayed all the promptitude and impar-
tiality he could desire of them, dealing alike with ali marauders, whether
French or Genoese, clearing assaulted houses and sweeping the looters
before them with many a bleeding head.
Late in the afternoon, when, weary and sickened by his task,
Prospero could account it performed and order restored, he set out
with his little band of followers to make his way at last to the ducal
palace and present himself to his father.
They came by way of Sarzano, and thence climbed the steep ways
that led to San Lorenzo and the ducal palace. Although of rapine
there were no further signs, yet the city was naturally in a ferment,
and Prosperous progress lay through streets that were thronged and
noisy with people, most of whom were moving now in the same uphill
direction.
As he advanced he was joined by successive bodies of his soldiers
returning from similar labours, and one of these was led by Cattaneo*
Before San Lorenzo was reached his following amounted to fully a
hundred and fifty men. They made up a fairly solid phalanx, favour-
ably viewed by citizens of the better sort, but scowled upon by the
populace for the roughness of the repression they had used*
Doria's methods had been more gentle. Whilst Prospero had
dispatched five hundred men in twenty-five detachments of a score
apiece to bludgeon the pillagers into decency, the Admiral had used
two hundred men to form a line across half the city; then he had sent
in four companies, each of a hundred men, with rolling drams and
blaring trumpets, and it had needed little more than this loud adver-
tisement of coming repression to put the delinquents to flight. The
ruffians of the populace went to earth in their hovels, and the ruffians
of Fregoso's French troops made off as unobtrusively as they could
to the quarters assigned to them in the great barrack opposite the
Cappucini. Thus Doria had avoided arousing any of that fierce resent-
ment of which Prospero perceived himself the object as he marched
his swelling troop towards San Lorenzo.
There, in the square before the ducal palace, he found a throng so
dense that it seemed impossible to cleave a passage through it, A
double file of pikemen of Doria's Provengal troops was ranged before
the palace in a barrier to restrain the multitude, whilst from a balcony
immediately above the wide portal a booming voice was compelling a
hushed attention.
Looking up over the rippling sea of heads, Prospero recognized in
the speaker, a big man, grey-headed and elderly, Ottaviano Fregoso,
who had been Doge when last the French were in possession of Genoa.
His heart was tightened by bewildered apprehension. For if the ducal
chlamys in which Ottaviano Fregoso was now arrayed bore evidence of
anything, it was that with the return of the French he had been restored
to the ducal office. On his left stood his cousin Cesare Fregoso, on
his right towered the majestic figure of Andrea Doria.
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